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Abstract – GPS Tour is an audio tour that provides pre-

recorded spoken commentary through mobile applications 

similar to a walking tour. GPS tour provides audio files but 

we are trying to go a step further and create a UTour that 

would allow a user to download a set of configurations, 

images, audio, and video that would lead them on a tour 

through various locations. UTour is an Android app that 

allows users to create, distribute, discover and enjoy tours 

worldwide. Walking tours are a great way to explore with 

guides that can accompany you through locations from all 

over the world.  This will offer a perspective that can enrich 

both real and virtual travel. UTour gives you an ability to 

create your own tour.  You can easily share your knowledge, 

stories, and advice about any location in the world through 

your own experiences. UTour is developed in android by 

consuming Google API services and the data is stored in 

MongoDB database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MARTPHONES have changed everything.  Just 

about everyone with access to it has a smartphone in 

his or her pocket. This change to our daily lives comes 

with applications that we can take with us on the go. One 

of those applications is the Global Positioning System or 

GPS. In the beginning the GPS was a basic system of 

entering your destination and the system will guide you 

from your current location to a new destination. After 

some time, the GPS evolved and added in extra options 

that made the navigation system even more convenient 

for its users.   

Over time GPS systems have added in many features 

to personalize your experience. Features such as 

bookmarking your most recent destination for a later 

visit, choosing the fastest route or the shortest route, 

finding restaurants or gas stations near by your location, 

and voice commands.  Some of these features are the best 

examples of how developers are pushing the GPS system 

in our phones. As web mapping and car navigation 

systems became more common in daily life, companies 

started worrying about pedestrians and walkers as well. 

A walking tour assistant application is mainly concerned 

with how user friendly your interaction is between the 

existing map, location information, and the media you 

add in that design [1]. 

UTour is basically a walking assistant application 

with advanced features that will allow users to create and 

view their own tour. The tour would load through an app 

on user's smartphone and will use the GPS on the phone 

to guide user from place to place along a route and if user 

is near a specified location within the uploaded media, 

information about that location will be displayed on the 

screen. UTour will have an option to add images, videos, 

and audios that would lead the user on a tour throughout 

a location of their choice. The user interface of the app 

will be kept simple and the screen will mainly show two 

pieces of information. One will be the map which will 

highlight the tour path and display more tour related 

information like remaining miles, next tour stops, and 

estimated time to complete the tour. Once the user 

reaches any tour stop in the tour, the screen will split into 

two and show the uploaded videos, images, description, 

and audio in one part of the screen and the maps will 

continue on the second part of the screen for navigating 

the user to the next stop. The user will be able to skip tour 

stops as well. User can also rate and comment the tours, 

which will help us maintain a list of top rated tours. 

Other than doing tours, UTour app would also give 

an ability to create a tour from your own perspective, 

which can then be downloaded by others. Tours can be 

created by anybody for many different interests such as a 

museum, visiting campus, or exploring a city.  A Pace 

University student with an interest in sports will focus on 

places like Fimerly Field, the Pace Football Field, 

Softball Field, and Goldstein Health Fitness Recreation 

Center where as student more into studies will focus on 

Academic Center and Library. With this application we 
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can allow anybody with an interest to explore, an 

experience where they can learn about previously 

unknown locations. 

 

 Aim of the project 

 Develop a mobile app that allows users to 
create and tour any place. 

 Users of the app can create the tour for any 
place with their own perspective.  

 Tour creation should have audiovisual 
media support. 

 While touring the app should navigate the 
user throughout the tour. 

 Simple and easy UI.    
This paper explains the idea behind this app and 

discusses the steps involved in its development. The 

remained of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 

describes the related work, Section 3 gives the detailed 

explanation about the steps in development and the 

technologies used, Section 4 concludes this paper and 

shows the scope for advancement of the app. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The GPS was originally designed for use in the military 

and it wasn’t until 2001 for a personal GPS device to be 

available to the masses. When smartphones came to 

market, we essentially had what is a small computer as 

our portable telephone. With that came applications for 

those phones. It wasn’t long until buying a device for 

navigation was not as practical as downloading an 

application to your phone for your navigation needs. 

Today all smartphones have access to a navigation 

system that can help you drive to an unknown location, 

help you walk around the city, or help you choose the best 

path to drive to avoid traffic. 

Many smartphones have a default GPS system 

installed, but there are many other navigation options for 

users to download through the use of an app store. These 

alternative GPS applications can do what the basic GPS 

system can do and so much more. A popular GPS 

application, Waze, is known to be a great alternative to 

the default system. This app can detect police on the way, 

potholes ahead, bad weather, stopped vehicles up ahead, 

and can even detect and alternate your route around heavy 

traffic to get you to your destination even faster. Building 

upon the standard GPS system will help further enhance 

people getting to their destination as accessible as 

possible. 

Before smartphones we had to look at maps and 

write down instructions to get around. Now all we need 

is an address and we can be there with little hassle. It is 

exciting to see how the GPS will better our navigating 

needs. Integration of GPS into UTour app lets us navigate 

the users throughout the tour and tells the app current 

position of the user. 

GPS Systems are now used in many applications 

such as GPS Tour. GPS Tour is one type of application in 

which pre-recorded audio is used to guide you through 

your mobile device while you go out walking, travel on a 

bus, or go on trains. When you use a GPS, audio is 

triggered based on a user's location and provides 

information as well [3]. Using a rating system with the 

GPS tours will help us find the locations that are of most 

interest to the users [4]. For many years people were 

using audio guide devices in parks and museums. It was 

designed only for one particular destination and the cost 

of manufacturing such devices and maintaining such 

services was not reasonable.  Because of this it was not 

common [2]. These tours can be created using a 

combination of software and hardware and some audio 

tours can also be downloaded from the Internet for mobile 

phones, often in MP3 format and are available from 

organizations specializing in GPS tour development [5].  

Central Park mobile app is an informative 

application for the visitors of Central Park. It is available 

in iTunes and Google Play Store. This app basically 

provides information about different places in central 

park and it also includes an interactive map, which shows 

this places on the map. It also provides audio guides for 

some of these popular places, which the visitors can play 

manually to know more about those places. A research 

conducted by Christoph Bartneck of Eindhoven 

University of Technology in 2006 at Van Abbe museum 

proves that only audio tours are less interesting than 

audiovisual tours [6]. This research was conducted in 

order to find if the learning experience of the visitors 

increased by using electronic tour guides. They 

developed a system named ubiNext for Van Abbe 

museum, where the visitors can plan their tour before 

visiting the museum. While visiting the museum the 

visitors were provided with the PDAs, which led them on 

the tour of the museum. They could find more 

information about the art objects and listen and watch the 

media related to that object on this PDAs. The reactions 

to during their visits was recorded and analyzed to find 

results. The media for the art object was of two types, 

only audio for some object and audio visual for others. 

The objects with audiovisual media were viewed more 

than that only audio. UTour will overcome the two 

problems faced in the above applications. Firstly the tours 

in the UTour app will play the media content 

automatically based on user’s location and secondly we 

are not restricted to only audio messages rather the user 

can upload text, images, audio and video messages. 
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III. METHEDOLOGY 

UTour is a touring application where users can create 

custom tours to visit a location of their choice.  These 

tours can also be downloaded by others to visit. The 

UTour App is an app that uses maps and the user's 

location. The user will tour from one location to another 

by following a path on the map. For getting the real time 

location of the user we will use the GPS devices installed 

in the smartphone. As our app is Android based we are 

using Android SDK and Android Studio for 

development. We also need to include maps in our app 

and the best API that is used for maps is Google’s Map 

API.   

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Google Developer Console (Home Page) 

 

Google Map API consists of different APIs like 

android API, Places API, direction API, and distance 

matrix API. These APIs are used to get and store tour 

related information like origin, destination of tour, 

waypoints, coordinates of different places, time for total 

tour, total tour miles, and distance between different 

locations. To consume all the Google APIs, each 

application is given a unique API key.  To save all this 

data we need a database and a data structure.  The 

database we will be using is MongoDB.  The data 

structure for storing the tours will be JSON objects. The 

following sections explain the above requirement in more 

details. 

 

A. Development Environment 

Android Studio is the official integrated development 

environment (IDE) for android platform development 

[7].  Android SDK is used to develop android apps. It is 

a set of tools and libraries to interact with the android 

devices. UTour is developed in Android Studio with 

compatibility for android API level 19 to 23 i.e. Kitkat 

(4.4.2) to Marshmallow (6.0). 

 

 

Fig. 2. API Usage Screen 

 

 

 

Fig 3. API Response 
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Google developer console is a website where you can 

create projects for all types of Google apps you are 

building. Google API provides API key for a project, 

which we have to use in our project to use Google’s API.  

Some of the Google APIs has a pricing plan, which 

needs to be tracked by Google. If you are using some of 

these Google APIs, you have to create a project for that 

app in Google’s developer console. Developers can also 

monitor the number of API calls maid from their apps. 

Fig. 2 is request per day graph. In which it shows how 

many requests were done for that month. In short, API 

usage for that particular month is shown in the graph. 

Developer can also monitor at what time data was 

requested. Fig. 3 shows API request of 1 day and it also 

shows time span in which requests were maid. Enabling 

and Disabling APIs is also handled via the console. 

B. Google Maps API 

In the UTour app we are using Google maps because we 

need access to the Google Maps API. The Google Maps 

APIs are categorized by platform such as Web, Android 

and IOS. These native platforms are completed via HTTP 

web services. The platform for our app is Android and we 

are using Google Maps API for Android as well. 

 

1) API Key 

 

To use Google Maps Android API, we have to 

register our app on the Google Developers Console 

and then we have to add the Google Maps Android 

API as a service for the project and create a Google 

API Key. This API Key is then added to our android 

project’s manifest file.  

All Android apps contain digital certificate. API 

Key is a short form of a particular app’s digital 

certificate, known as its SHA-1 fingerprint. You only 

need one key for each certificate no matter how 

many users you have for the app [8]. An API Key is 

used as a digital certificate to access Google services 

like Google Maps API. 

 

2) Google maps Android API 

 

The Google map android API automatically handles 

access to Google Maps servers, map display, and 

response to user gestures such as clicks and drags [8]. 

We can add markers, polygons, and overlays to a 

basic map using API calls. We use this API to show 

the map, add custom marker, and highlight the path 

of the route that the user will follow. 

 

 

 

3) Google Places API for Android 

 

Google Places API is used to find detailed 

information about any place across a wide range of 

categories and it includes information such as the 

name of the place, address, geographical location, 

place ID, phone number, place type, website URL, 

and more [9]. API also has some key features that 

we can use in our android project like autocomplete 

search, place picker, photos, and add place. While 

creating a tour using our UTour app you can search 

for different places for that we are using the 

autocomplete search service of Google Places API. 

This service returns place prediction in response to 

the user search queries. As the user types in the 

search field, autocomplete service suggests 

matching places, as shown in fig. 4. 

 

4) Google maps Direction API 

 

Google Maps Direction API is a service that 

calculates the distance between locations using an 

HTTP request. Search is provided for different 

modes of transportation like transit, driving, 

walking, or cycling. In our case, the main mode of 

transportation is walking. The directions specify 

origins, destinations, and waypoints either as text 

strings (e.g. "Chicago, IL") or as latitude/longitude 

coordinates [8]. In the UTour app we are using 

latitude/longitude instead of a text string because 

we need to store all the tour stops within a database 

and it will save some space. The Directions API can 

return multi-part directions using a series of 

waypoints [8]. As we are touring the Pace 

University New York Campus, origin is 1 Pace 

Plaza and the destination is 163 William Street and 

certain waypoints are the Statue of Benjamin 

Franklin, 41 Park Row, and 33 Beekman 

Residential Hall.  Direction API will give us a way 

to visit all these locations throughout Pace. 

 

5) Google Maps Distance Matrix API 

 

The Direction Matrix API is used in UTour and 

provides the distance between the origin, destination, 

and the total amount of time for the tour. Information 

is based on transportation mode like transit, driving, 

walking, or cycling.  The recommended route 

between the start and end points consist of rows 

containing duration and distance values for each pair. 

Distance API takes three values and these are input 

origins, destination and API Key. The UTour app 
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shows total tour time and total distance using 

Distance Matrix API. 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Autocomplete search service of Google Places API 

C. Global Positioning System 

Majority of android smartphones have a GPS device 

installed. This GPS device provides exact coordinates of 

the user’s location. This current location can be used 

while we are navigating a user on any tour. We can access 

the GPS device just by adding permission in the Android 

manifest and we can execute a single command to get the 

current location. This will give us the coordinates in the 

form of longitude and latitude. 

 

D. Data Structures 

UTour is a touring app where users will be downloading 

and creating tours, but in the back end we will need a 

storage system where we can easily describe tours and 

download them fast. The tours in this app will be stored 

as JSON objects in MongoDB database. JSON objects are 

self-describing and lightweight to exchange between 

server and app [10]. When compared to data structures 

made of rows and columns JSON objects are more 

flexible. Other than number, string, and Boolean fields, 

JSON fields can contain arrays or nested sub-objects [11]. 

This means we can represent a set of sophisticated 

relations, which are a closer representation of the objects 

our applications work with. MongoDB is the world leader 

in the NoSQL databases [12]. The objects in this database 

can have different structure or fields and the type of 

common fields can also be different. MongoDB also 

supports auto-sharing, which helps in balancing the load 

on the servers [13].  

UTour mainly consist of tours that contain locations 

and media for that location. Once the tour is created, there 

is not much need for updating the tour. If we use a 

relational database, separate relations will have to be 

maintained for Tours, Waypoints, Audio messages, 

Video Messages, Images, and other text description for 

all the above. Instead everything can be stored in one 

JSON object and downloaded at once from the server. 

Consider as an example a tour of Pace University 

NYC campus. The tour will start from “1 Pace Plaza” and 

end at “163 William Street”, in the way we will visit the 

“41 Park Row”. The name of this tour will be NYC 

Campus Tour. JSON object for this tour will be as 

follows: 

 
{ 

 "tour":{ 

   "id":"tour_1", 

   "name":"NYC Campus Tour", 

   "place": "Pace University, New York", 

   "description":"This is a Pace University New 

York Campus tour of main buldings.", 

   "start_point":{ 

      "Latitude": "40.711353", 

      "Longitude": "-74.005043" 

   }, 

   "end_point":{ 

      "Latitude": "40.710184", 

      "Longitude": "-74.006147" 

   }, 

   "distance":"0.3", 

   "waypoints":[ 

     {"id":"waypoint_1", 

      "name":"Pace Plaza", 

      "description":"This is the main building 

of the University at New York Campus.", 

      "coords":{ 

        "Latitude": "40.711353", 

        "Longitude": "-74.005043" 
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      }, 

"audio":"http://Utour.database.com/files/audio/

nert123.mp3", 

"video":"http://Utour.database.com/files/video/

nfrt546.mp4", 

"image":"http://Utour.database.com/files/images

/nirt532.jpg" 

     }, 

 

     {"id":"waypoint_2", 

       "name":"41 Park Row", 

      "description":"This building has the 

Barnes and Nobles Store, UHC,Career Services 

office.", 

 

      "coords":{ 

        "Latitude": "40.711522", 

        "Longitude": "-74.006499" 

      }, 

"audio":"http://Utour.database.com/files/audio/

nert113.mp3", 

"video":"http://Utour.database.com/files/video/

nfrt236.mp4", 

"image":"http://Utour.database.com/files/images

/nirt523.jpg" 

     }, 

     {"id":"waypoint_3", 

       "name":"163 William Street", 

      "description":"This is the building of the 

Seidenberg School of Computer Science and 

Information Systems.", 

      "coords":{ 

        "Latitude": "40.710184", 

        "Longitude": "-74.006147" 

      },   

"audio":"http://Utour.database.com/files/audio/

nert567.mp3",     

"video":"http://Utour.database.com/files/video/

nfrt456.mp4",   

"image":"http://Utour.database.com/files/images

/nirt948.jpg" 

     } 

     ] 

 } 

} 

The above data structure is human readable and 

describes all the aspects of the tour. The size of this JSON 

object is just 1.74 kb (not including the media). 

E. User Interface (UI) 

The target audience for UTour can be anyone with a 

smartphone and a perspective. Tours can be created for 

all the places that are available on Google maps. Based 

on this, the user interface for UTour is kept simple and 

user friendly. As this app is in android we follow the 

guidelines of material design. 

  

1) Download Tour Screen 

 

App starts with options of different tours that are 

created by other users. Click on download button to 

download any tour, as shown in Fig. 5. In our 

application two tour options are provided one for 

New York campus and other for Pleasantville 

campus. User can create tour in UTour app by 

clicking on floating action button. This screen also 

shows total tour time and distance. 

 

 

Figure 5. UTour App: Download Tour 

 

2) Start tour Screen 

 

Start screen shows name of the tour and description. 

It also shows origin, destination, and waypoints i.e. 

all tour stops. Users can also get and idea about how 

the tour will be based on other users’ ratings of the 

Pace University Tour.  This creates a community 

within the app where you can share your experience 

with other users of the app and help show off 

different locations.  Based on positive ratings for 
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example, people will explore new locations they 

never would have visited before solely based on 

positive ratings within the app. Fig. 6 shows the start 

screen.  

 

 

Fig. 6. UTour App: Start Screen 

 

3) Map Screen 

Map Screen starts the map with a marker on the 

starting point. If you are at different location other 

than the start point, it will point to the starting 

location. The tour will guide the user from the start 

location only.  As the user reaches the starting 

location of the tour, the map will highlight the 

direction and then the tour starts.  This helps the user 

enjoy the tour and not get frustrated with where they 

are and where they need to go for the tour once they 

reach the starting point. Fig. 7 shows how will map 

look like. 

 

 

Fig. 7. UTour App: Map 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

This paper discusses the idea behind the UTour app and 

the development process. The UTour application was 

developed for Android, which allows users to create and 

tour any place around the world. We have developed this 

app using Android Studio and the Google Maps API. The 

Global Positioning System is used to get the current 

location of user, which will lead the user to the starting 

point of the selected tour. A simple and elegant design 

has produced a powerful yet easy to use app for 

everybody. We have also added functionality to add 

audiovisual media files within a tour. Our app contains 

many additional features like a rating system.  With the 

rating system we can showcase the tours people have 
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enjoyed the most and share that with all of our users 

looking for a trip to go on.  Our app also has an estimated 

total distance and a total time to complete your tour.  This 

will show the user how much time they need to take out 

of their day to go on a new tour.  The user can see how 

long the tour is and how much time the tour will take.  

The hardest part about exploring new places is time for 

some people.  Our app shows how far they need to travel 

and how much time it will take to explore a new location. 

There is still more functionality that can be added to 

this system. Due to the limited time period, we could not 

implement some features into the current version. We can 

make tours, public or private, by creating a user profile 

and get information on whether the created tour should 

be kept private or made public. Login functionality can 

also be added to make the private tours more secure.  We 

also could add a navigation to get the user to the starting 

point.  As of now we are showing the starting point on a 

map, but we could also have a navigation system in place 

to get the user to the location.  This would help users get 

to foreign starting points that they are unfamiliar with.  

This will be less intimidating for people who want to visit 

previously unknown locations they have never been to.  

Another functionality we can add is the assistance of a 

voiced tour.  As the user tours the app we could have a 

voice give information about certain locations on the 

map.  We could have an icon pop up when a historic 

landmark is near by.  The user could click the icon on the 

map to get information over the phones speakers.  This 

could a level of interactivity that engages the user if they 

are visiting an unknown location.  With this feature 

people would be less intimidated to visit places they have 

never been to before.  

By creating an app only for android, the reachability 

of our app cannot reach IOS users.  We can also develop 

a similar app for IOS phones using Objective C and 

XCode.  By developing along side Android and IOS 

users, we will reach a vast majority of smartphone users 

who want to explore their neighborhood or previous 

unknown locations.  With added time we could reach a 

huge market that will allow our app to reach as many 

people as possible.  Apple is innovating every year with 

new technology for their phones.  We can reach that 

market with new features apple has embedding into their 

current IOS.  When Apple introduces new features for 

their new Iphone, it will allow us to improve on the IOS 

version of our UTour app in ways only possible on IOS. 

In the current version, the tour creation is complete 

within the mobile app itself. As a feature enhancement, a 

web platform can be built for creating the tours, this can 

allow users to login and create tours even if they don’t 

have a smartphone. 

Many people wish to go away on vacation and see 

new places.  A lot of people do not take advantage of this 

for many things such as; time, money, and not knowing 

where to go.  With our app, anybody can explore their 

local neighborhood for example and see places they have 

not visited before.  Sometimes we get so accustomed to 

what we know that we forget there are places right in our 

neighborhood that can open our eyes to new and exciting 

experiences.  Our app allows users to do this with nothing 

but their smartphone. The only limiting thing is your 

imagination of where you want to explore. 
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